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UNIT- 4 OBJECT- ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITH C# 

 
Understanding the C# Class Type 

 

 The power of object-oriented languages is that by grouping data and functionality 

in a single UDT (User Define Type), you are able to model your software types 

after real-world entities. 

 For example, a generic employee for a payroll system: 

o A class that maintains the name, current pay, and employee ID for each 

worker. 

o The Employee class defines one method, named GiveBonus(), which 

increases an individual’s current pay by some amount, and method 

DisplayStats(), which prints out the state data for this individual. 

 

 Every C# class is initially provided with a default constructor, which by definition 

never takes arguments. And even we can create the own constructor. 

 

// The initial Employee class definition. 

namespace Employees 

{ 

public class Employee 

{ 
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// Field data. 

private string fullName; 

private int empID; 

private float currPay; 

// Constructors. 

public Employee(){ } 

public Employee(string fullName, int empID, float currPay) 

{ 

this.fullName = fullName; 

this.empID = empID; 

this.currPay = currPay; 

} 

// Bump the pay for this employee. 

public void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{ currPay += amount; } 

// Show current state of this object. 

public void DisplayStats() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Name: {0} ", fullName); 

Console.WriteLine("Pay: {0} ", currPay); 

Console.WriteLine("ID: {0} ", empID); 

} 

} 

} 

 In c#, Here is empty implementation of the default constructor for the Employee 

class.   

 public class Employee 

{ 

... 

public Employee(){ } 

... 

} 

 In C++ and Java, if you choose to define custom constructors in a class definition, the 

default constructor is silently removed. 
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 To allow the object user to create an instance of your class as follows: 

 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Calls the default constructor. 

Employee e = new Employee(); 

} 

 If you not create an instance of class you will receive a compiler error when 

creating an instance of your class type using the default constructor. 

 

The following Main() method creates a few Employee objects using our custom three-

argument constructor: 

// Make some Employee objects. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Employee e = new Employee("Joe", 80, 30000); 

Employee e2; 

e2 = new Employee("Beth", 81, 50000); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

 

Understanding Method Overloading 

 C# allows a type to overload various methods. When a class has a set of 

identically named members that differ by the number (or type) of parameters, 

then the member is said to be overloaded. 

 For example, the Employee class 

public class Employee 

{ 

...// Overloaded constructors. 

public Employee(){ } 

public Employee(string fullName, int empID, float currPay){...} 

...} 
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 When you are overloading a member, the return type alone is not unique 

enough. Thus, the following is illegal: 

public class Triangle 

{ 

... 

// Error! Cannot overload methods based solely on return 

values! 

public float GetX() {...} 

public int GetX() {...} 

} 

Self-Reference in C# Using this 

 The custom constructor of the Employee class makes use of the C# this 

keyword: 

// Explicitly use "this" to resolve name-clash. 

public Employee(string fullName, int empID, float currPay) 

{ 

// Assign the incoming params to my state data. 

this.fullName = fullName; 

this.empID = empID; 

this.currPay = currPay; 

} 

 The reason to use of this in custom constructor was to avoid clashes between 

the parameter names and names of your internal state variables. 

 Another approach would be to change the names for each parameter and avoid 

the name clash altogether: 

// When there is no name clash, "this" is assumed. 

public Employee(string name, int id, float pay) 

{ 

fullName = name; 

empID = id; 

currPay = pay; 

} 
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 In this case, we have no need to explicitly prefix this keyword to the Employee’s 

member variables, because we have removed the name clash. The compiler can 

resolve the scope of these member variables using what is known as an implict 

this. 

 When your class references its own field data and member variables (in an 

unambiguous manner), this is assumed. 

public Employee(string name, int id, float pay) 

{ 

this.fullName = name; 

this.empID = id; 

this.currPay = pay; 

} 

Forwarding Constructor Calls Using this 

 Another use of this keyword is to force one constructor to call another in order to 

avoid redundant member initialization logic. Consider the following update to the 

Employee class: 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

public Employee(string fullName, int empID, float currPay) 

{ 

this.fullName = fullName; 

this.empID = empID; 

this.currPay = currPay; 

} 

// If the user calls this ctor, forward to the 3-arg version. 

public Employee(string fullName) 

: this(fullName, IDGenerator.GetNewEmpID(), 0.0F) { } 

... 

} 

 This iteration of the Employee class defines two custom constructors, the second 

of which requires a single parameter (the individual’s name). However, to fully 
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construct a new Employee, you want to ensure you have a proper ID and rate of 

pay.  

 Assume you have created a custom class (IDGenerator) that defines a static 

method named GetNewEmpID(), which generates a new employee ID (in some 

way or another). Once you gather the correct set of startup parameters, you 

forward the creation request to the alternate three-argument constructor. 

 If you did not forward the call, you would need to add redundant code to each 

constructor: 

// currPay automatically set to 0.0F via default values. 

public Employee(string fullName) 

{ 

this.fullName = fullName; 

this.empID = IDGenerator.GetNewEmpID(); 

} 

 Understand that using the this keyword to forward constructor calls is not 

mandatory. However, when you make use of this technique, you do tend to end 

up with a more maintainable and concise class definition. 

 

Defining the Public Interface of a Class 

 The term refers to the set of members that are directly accessible from an object 

variable via the dot operator.  

 The public interface is any item declared in a class using the public keyword. 

Beyond field data and constructors, the public interface of a class may be 

implemented by numerous members, including the following: 

o Methods: Named units of work that model some behavior of a class 

o Properties: Traditional accessor and mutator functions in disguise 

o Constants/Read-only fields: Field data that cannot be changed after 

assignment 

 Given that our Employee currently defines two public methods (GiveBonus() and 

DisplayStats()), we are able to interact with the public interface as follows: 
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// Interact with the public interface of the Employee class type. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("***** The Employee Type at Work *****\n"); 

Employee e = new Employee("Joe", 80, 30000); 

e.GiveBonus(200); 

e.DisplayStats(); 

Employee e2; 

e2 = new Employee("Beth", 81, 50000); 

e2.GiveBonus(1000); 

e2.DisplayStats(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

 

Output: 

***** The Employee Type at Work ***** 

Name: Joe 

Pay:30200 

Id:80 

Name: Beth 

Pay:51000 

Id:81 

 

The Pillars of OOP 

 All object-oriented languages contend with three core principles of object-

oriented programming, often called the famed “pillars of OOP.” 

o Encapsulation: How does this language hide an object’s internal 

implementation? 

o Inheritance: How does this language promote code reuse? 

o Polymorphism: How does this language let you treat related objects in a 

similar way? 
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Encapsulation 

 Encapsulation enables the language’s ability to hide unnecessary implementation 

details from the object user. 

 For example: 

// DatabaseReader encapsulates the details of database manipulation. 

DatabaseReader dbObj = new DatabaseReader(); 

dbObj.Open(@"C:\Employees.mdf"); 

// Do something with database... 

dbObj.Close(); 

 The DatabaseReader class has encapsulated the inner details of locating, 

loading, manipulating, and closing the data file. 

 There is no need to worry about the numerous lines of code that are working 

behind the scenes to carry out the work of the DatabaseReader class. 

 Another aspect of encapsulation is the notion of data protection. 

 

Inheritance 

 Inheritance enables the language’s ability to allow you to build new class 

definitions based on existing class definitions. 

 Inheritance allows you to extend the behavior of a base (or parent) class by 

enabling a subclass to inherit core functionality (also called a derived class or 

child class).  

 Figure illustrates the “is-a” relationship. 

Read as “A hexagon is-a shape that is-an object.” 
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 The “is-a” relationship is often termed classical inheritance. 

 System.Object is the ultimate base class in any .NET hierarchy. 

 Here, the Shape class extends Object. Shape defines some number of 

properties, fields, methods, and events that are common to all shapes. The 

Hexagon class extends Shape and inherits the functionality defined by Shape 

and Object. 

 There is another form of code reuse in the world of OOP: the 

containment/delegation model (also known as the “has-a” relationship). This form 

of reuse is not used to establish base/subclass relationships. 

 Two independent classes working together, where the containing class creates 

and exposes the contained class’s functionality: 

public class Radio 

{ 

public void Power(bool turnOn) 

{ Console.WriteLine("Radio on: {0}", turnOn);} 

} 

public class Car 

{ // Car "has-a" Radio. 

private Radio myRadio = new Radio(); 

public void TurnOnRadio(bool onOff) 

{ // Delegate to inner object. 

myRadio.Power(onOff); 

} 

} 

 Here, the containing type (Car) is responsible for creating the contained object 

(Radio). 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Call is forward to Radio internally. 

Car viper = new Car(); 

viper.TurnOnRadio(true); 

} 
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Polymorphism 

 Polymorphism enables a language’s ability to treat related objects the same 

way. This tenent of an object-oriented language allows a base class to define a 

set of members (Formally termed the polymorphic interface) to all 

descendents. A class type’s polymorphic interface is constructed using any 

number of virtual or abstract members. 

 The Shape class has defined a method named Draw(), taking no parameters and 

returning nothing. 

 

For example, given that Hexagon and Circle derive from a common parent (Shape), an 

array of Shape types could contain any derived class. 

Here Main() method, which instructs an array of Shape-derived types to render 

themselves using the Draw() method: 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Create an array of Shape derived items. 

Shape[] myShapes = new Shape[3]; 

myShapes[0] = new Hexagon(); 

myShapes[1] = new Circle(); 

myShapes[2] = new Hexagon(); 

// Iterate over the array and draw each item. 

foreach (Shape s in myShapes) 

s.Draw(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 
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The First Pillar: C#’s Encapsulation Services 

 The concept of encapsulation revolves around the notion that an object’s field 

data should not be directly accessible from the public interface. 

 In C#, encapsulation is enforced at the syntactic level using the public, private, 

protected, and protected internal keywords. 

 To illustrate the need for encapsulation, assume you have created the following 

class definition: 

// A class with a single public field. 

public class Book 

{ 

public int numberOfPages; 

} 

 The problem with public field data is that the items have no ability to “understand” 

whether the current value to which they are assigned is valid. 

 The upper range of a C# int is quite large (2,147,483,647). Therefore, the 

compiler allows the following assignment: 

// Humm... 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Book miniNovel = new Book(); 

miniNovel.numberOfPages = 30000000; 

} 

 Encapsulation provides a way to preserve the integrity of state data.  

 Defining private data fields, which are indirectly manipulated by the caller using 

one of two main techniques: 

1. Define a pair of traditional accessor and mutator methods. 

2. Define a named property. 

Whichever technique you choose, the point is that a well-encapsulated class 

should hide its raw data and the details of how it operates. This is often termed 

black box programming. 
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Enforcing Encapsulation Using Traditional Accessors and Mutators 

// Traditional accessor and mutator for a point of private data. 

public class Employee 

{ 

private string fullName; 

... 

// Accessor. 

public string GetFullName() { return fullName; } 

// Mutator. 

public void SetFullName(string n) 

{ 

// Remove any illegal characters (!, @, #, $, %), 

// check maximum length (or case rules) before making assignment. 

fullName = n; 

} 

} 

Given the fact that GetFullName() and SetFullName() encapsulate a private string 

named fullName. 

The calling logic is as follows: 

// Accessor/mutator usage. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Employee p = new Employee(); 

p.SetFullName("Fred Flintstone"); 

Console.WriteLine("Employee is named: {0}", p.GetFullName()); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

 

Another Form of Encapsulation: Class Properties 

// Setting / getting a person's ID through property syntax. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Employee p = new Employee(); 
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// Set the value. 

p.ID = 81; 

// Get the value. 

Console.WriteLine("Person ID is: {0} ", p.ID); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

• Here is the C# syntax behind the ID property, another property (Pay) that 

encapsulates the currPay field, and a final property (Name) to encapsulate the 

fullName data point. 

 

// Encapsulation with properties. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

private int empID; 

private float currPay; 

private string fullName; 

// Property for empID. 

public int ID 

{ 

get { return empID;} 

set 

{ 

// You are still free to investigate (and possibly transform) 

// the incoming value before making an assignment. 

empID = value; 

} 

} 

// Property for fullName. 

public string Name 

{ 

get {return fullName;} 

set {fullName = value;} 

} 
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// Property for currPay. 

public float Pay 

{ 

get {return currPay;} 

set {currPay = value;} 

} 

} 

• A C# property is composed using a get block (accessor) and set block (mutator). 

The C# “value” token represents the right-hand side of the assignment. The 

underlying data type of the value token depends on which sort of data it 

represents. 

// 81 is a System.Int32, so "value" is a System.Int32. 

Employee e = new Employee(); 

e.ID = 81; 

• To prove the point, assume you have updated the ID property’s set logic as 

follows: 

// Property for the empID. 

public int ID 

{ 

get { return empID;} 

set 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("value is an instance of: {0} ", value.GetType()); 

Console.WriteLine("value's value: {0} ", value); 

empID = value; 

} 

} 

• To illustrate, assume that the Employee class type has an internal private 

member variable representing the age of the employee. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

// Current age of employee. 
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private int empAge; 

public Employee(string fullName, int age, int empID, float 

currPay) 

{ 

... 

this.empAge = age; 

} 

public int Age 

{ 

get{return empAge;} 

set{empAge = value;} 

} 

public void DisplayStats() 

{ 

... 

Console.WriteLine("Age: {0} ", empAge); 

} 

} 

• Using traditional accessor and mutator methods, you would need to write code 

such as the following: 

Employee joe = new Employee(); 

joe.SetAge(joe.GetAge() + 1); 

• However, if you encapsulate empAge using property syntax, you are able to 

simply write 

Employee joe = new Employee(); 

joe.Age++; 

 

Internal Representation of C# Properties 

 Many programmers (especially those of the C++ ilk) tend to design traditional 

accessor and mutator methods using “get_” and “set_” prefixes (e.g., 

get_FullName() and set_FullName()). 
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 For example, if you open up the Employees.exe assembly using ildasm.exe, you 

see that each property actually resolves to hidden get_XXX()/set_XXX() 

methods. 

 

Assume the Employee type now has a private member variable named empSSN to 

represent an individual’s Social Security number, which is manipulated by a property 

named SocialSecurityNumber and set via constructor parameter. 

// Add support for a new field representing the employee's SSN. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

// Social Security Number. 

private string empSSN; 

public Employee(string fullName, int age, int empID, 

float currPay, string ssn) 

{ 

... 

this.empSSN = ssn; 

} 

public string SocialSecurityNumber 

{ 

get { return empSSN; } 

set { empSSN = value;} 

} 
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public void DisplayStats() 

{ 

... 

Console.WriteLine("SSN: {0} ", empSSN); 

} 

} 

If you were to also define two methods named get_SocialSecurityNumber() and 

set_SocialSecurityNumber(), you would be issued compile-time errors: 

// Remember, a C# property really maps to a get_/set_ pair. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

// ERROR! Already defined under the hood by the property! 

public string get_SocialSecurityNumber() {return empSSN;} 

public void set_SocialSecurityNumber (string val) {empSSN = val;} 

} 

 

Controlling Visibility Levels of Property get/set Statements 

 The visibility of get and set logic was solely controlled by the access modifier of 

the property declaration: 

// The get and set logic is both public, 

// given the declaration of the property. 

public string SocialSecurityNumber 

{ 

get { return empSSN; } 

set { empSSN = value;} 

} 

 In some cases, it would be helpful to specify unique accessibility levels for get and set 

logic. To do so, simply prefix an accessibility keyword to the appropriate get or set 

keyword. 

// Object users can only get the value, however 

// derived types can set the value. 

public string SocialSecurityNumber 
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{ 

get { return empSSN; } 

protected set { empSSN = value;} 

} 

 In this case, the set logic of SocialSecurityNumber can only be called by the current 

class and derived classes and therefore cannot be called from an object instance. 

 

Read-Only and Write-Only Properties 

 When creating class types, to configure a read-only property, simply build a 

property without a corresponding set block.  

 To configure a write-only property, omit the get block. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

// Now as a read-only property. 

public string SocialSecurityNumber { get { return empSSN; } } 

} 

 

Static Properties 

 C# also supports static properties. 

 Static members are accessed at the class level, not from an instance (object) of 

that class. 

 For example :  

// Static properties must operate on static data! 

public class Employee 

{ 

private static string companyName; 

public static string Company 

{ 

get { return companyName; } 

set { companyName = value;} 

} 
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... 

} 

 Static properties are manipulated in the same manner as static methods. 

// Set and get the name of the company that employs these people... 

public static int Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Employee.Company = "Intertech Training"; 

Console.WriteLine("These folks work at {0} ", Employee.Company); 

... 

} 

C# provides static constructors. 

 

// A static ctor takes no access modifer or arguments. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

static Employee() 

{ 

companyName = "Intertech Training"; 

} 

} 

 

 The benefit of properties is that the users of your objects are able to manipulate 

the internal data point using a single named item. 

 

The Second Pillar: C#’s Inheritance Support 

 Inheritance is the aspect of OOP that facilitates code reuse.  

 Inheritance comes in two flavors:  

1. Classical inheritance (the “is-a” relationship) and  

2. Containment/delegation model (the “has-a” relationship). 
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 When you establish “is-a” relationships between classes, you are building a 

dependency between types. The basic idea behind classical inheritance is that 

new classes may leverage (and possibly extend) the functionality of other 

classes. 

 In the classical inheritance model, base classes (such as Employee) are used 

to define general characteristics that are common to all descendents. Subclasses 

(such as SalesPerson and Manager) extend this general functionality while 

adding more specific behaviors. 

 In C#, extending a class is accomplished using the colon operator (:) on the class 

definition. 

// Add two new subclasses to the Employees namespace. 

namespace Employees 

{ 

public class Manager : Employee 

{ 

// Managers need to know their number of stock options. 

private ulong numberOfOptions; 

public ulong NumbOpts 

{ 

get { return numberOfOptions;} 

set { numberOfOptions = value; } 

} 

} 

public class SalesPerson : Employee 

{ 

// Salespeople need to know their number of sales. 
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private int numberOfSales; 

public int NumbSales 

{ 

get { return numberOfSales;} 

set { numberOfSales = value; } 

} 

} 

} 

 SalesPerson and Manager have automatically inherited all public (and protected) 

members of the Employee base class.  

 To illustrate: 

// Create a subclass and access base class functionality. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Make a salesperson. 

SalesPerson stan = new SalesPerson(); 

// These members are inherited from the Employee base class. 

stan.ID = 100; 

stan.Name = "Stan"; 

// This is defined by the SalesPerson class. 

stan.NumbSales = 42; 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

 Do be aware that inheritance preserves encapsulation. Therefore, a derived class 

cannot directly access the private members defined by its base class. 

 

Controlling Base Class Creation with base 

SalesPerson and Manager can only be created using a default constructor. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Assume constructor. (name, age, ID, pay, SSN, number of stock options). 

Manager chucky = new Manager("Chucky", 35, 92, 100000, "333-23-2322", 9000); 

} 
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 In the argument list, the parameters should be stored in the member variables 

defined by the Employee base class. So implement this new constructor as 

follows: 

// If you do not say otherwise, a subclass constructor automatically  

// calls the default constructor of its base class. 

public Manager(string fullName, int age, int empID, 

float currPay, string ssn, ulong numbOfOpts) 

{ 

// This point of data belongs with us! 

numberOfOptions = numbOfOpts; 

// Leverage the various members inherited from Employee 

// to assign the state data. 

ID = empID; 

Age = age; 

Name = fullName; 

SocialSecurityNumber = ssn; 

Pay = currPay; 

} 

 The default constructor of a base class is called automatically before the logic 

of the custom Manager constructor is executed. 

 To help optimize the creation of a derived class, to implement your subclass 

constructors to explicitly call an appropriate custom base class constructor, 

rather than the default. 

 To reduce the number of calls to inherited initialization members (which saves 

time) 

// This time, use the C# "base" keyword to call a custom 

// constructor on the base class. 

public Manager(string fullName, int age, int empID, float currPay, 

string ssn, ulong numbOfOpts) 

: base(fullName, age, empID, currPay, ssn) 

{ 

numberOfOptions = numbOfOpts; 

} 
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 Directly after the closing parenthesis of the constructor’s argument list, there is a 

single colon followed by the C# base keyword. 

 In this situation, you are explicitly calling the five-argument constructor defined by 

Employee and saving yourself unnecessary calls during the creation of the child 

class. 

 The SalesPerson constructor looks almost identical: 

// As a general rule, all subclasses should explicitly call an 

 // appropriate base class constructor. 

public SalesPerson(string fullName, int age, int empID, 

float currPay, string ssn, int numbOfSales) 

: base(fullName, age, empID, currPay, ssn) 

{ 

numberOfSales = numbOfSales; 

} 

 Also be aware that you may use the base keyword anytime a subclass wishes to 

access a public or protected member defined by a parent class. 

 

Regarding Multiple Base Classes 

 C# demands that a given class have exactly one direct base class. Therefore, it 

is not possible to have a single type with two or more base classes (this 

technique is known as multiple inheritance or simply MI). 

 C# does allow a given type to implement any number of discrete interfaces. In 

this way, a C# class can exhibit a number of behaviors while avoiding the 

problems associated with classic MI.  

 It is permissible to configure a single interface to derive from multiple interfaces. 

 

Keeping Family Secrets: The protected Keyword 

 Public items are directly accessible from anywhere, while private items cannot be 

accessed from any object beyond the class that has defined it. 

 When a base class defines protected data or protected members, it is able to 

create a set of items that can be accessed directly by any descendent. If you 
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wish to allow the SalesPerson and Manager child classes to directly access the 

data sector defined by Employee, you can update the original Employee class 

definition as follows: 

 

// Protected state data. 

public class Employee 

{ 

// Child classes can directly access this information. Object users cannot. 

protected string fullName; 

protected int empID; 

protected float currPay; 

protected string empSSN; 

protected int empAge; 

... 

} 

 The benefit of defining protected members in a base class is that derived types 

no longer have to access the data using public methods or properties. 

 The object user is concerned; protected data is regarded as private (as the user 

is “outside” of the family). Therefore, the following is illegal: 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Error! Can't access protected data from object instance. 

Employee emp = new Employee(); 

emp.empSSN = "111-11-1111"; 

} 

 

Preventing Inheritance: Sealed Classes 

 When you establish base class/subclass relationships, you are able to leverage 

the behavior of existing types.  

 For example, assume you have added yet another class to your employee 

namespaces that extends the existing SalesPerson type. 
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 PTSalesPerson is a class representing (of course) a part-time salesperson. 

 To prevent others from extending a class, make use of the C# sealed keyword: 

// Ensure that PTSalesPerson cannot act as a base class to others. 

public sealed class PTSalesPerson : SalesPerson 

{ 

public PTSalesPerson(string fullName, int age, int empID, 

float currPay, string ssn, int numbOfSales) 

: base(fullName, age, empID, currPay, ssn, numbOfSales) 

{ 

// Interesting constructor logic... 

} 

// Other interesting members... 

} 

 Because PTSalesPerson is sealed, it cannot serve as a base class to any other 

type. To extend PTSalesPerson, you receive a compiler error: 

// Compiler error! 

public class ReallyPTSalesPerson : PTSalesPerson 

{ ... } 

 The sealed keyword is most useful when creating stand-alone utility classes.  

 As an example, the String class defined in the System namespace has been 

explicitly sealed: 
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public sealed class string : object, 

IComparable, ICloneable, 

IConvertible, IEnumerable {...} 

 Therefore, you cannot create some new class deriving from System.String: 

// Another error! 

public class MyString : string 

{...} 

 If you wish to build a new class that leverages the functionality of a sealed class, 

your only option is to forego classical inheritance and make use of the 

containment/delegation model (aka the “has-a” relationship). 

 

Programming for Containment/Delegation 

 Inheritance comes in two flavors: 

1. Classical “is-a” relationship 

2. the “has-a” relationship (also known as the containment/delegation model) 

 Assume you have created a new class that models an employee benefits package: 

// This type will function as a contained class. 

public class BenefitPackage 

{ 

// Assume we have other members that represent 

// 401K plans, dental / health benefits and so on. 

public double ComputePayDeduction() 

{ return 125.0; } 

} 

 To do so, you can update the Employee class definition as follows: 

// Employees now have benefits. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

// Contain a BenefitPackage object. 

protected BenefitPackage empBenefits = new BenefitPackage(); 

} 
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 To expose the functionality of the contained object to the outside world requires 

delegation. Delegation is simply the act of adding members to the containing 

class that make use of the contained object’s functionality. 

 For example, 

public class Employee 

{ 

protected BenefitPackage empBenefits = new BenefitPackage(); 

// Expose certain benefit behaviors of object. 

public double GetBenefitCost() 

{ 

return empBenefits.ComputePayDeduction(); 

} 

// Expose object through a custom property. 

public BenefitPackage Benefits 

{ 

get { return empBenefits; } 

set { empBenefits = value; } 

} 

} 

 Updated Main() method, notice how we can interact with the internal 

BenefitsPackage type defined by the Employee type: 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Manager mel; 

mel = new Manager(); 

Console.WriteLine(mel.Benefits.ComputePayDeduction()); 

... 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 
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Nested Type Definitions 

 In C#, it is possible to define a type (enum, class, interface, struct, or delegate) 

directly within the scope of a class or structure. When you have done so, the 

nested (or “inner”) type is considered a member of the nesting (or “outer”) class. 

 

public class OuterClass 

{ 

// A public nested type can be used by anybody. 

public class PublicInnerClass {} 

// A private nested type can only be used by members 

// of the containing class. 

private class PrivateInnerClass {} 

} 

 

 Nesting types is similar to composition (“has-a”), except that you have complete 

control over the access level of the inner type instead of a contained object. 

 Because a nested type is a member of the containing class, it can access private 

members of the containing class. 

 A nested type is only useful as helper for the outer class, and is not intended for 

use by the outside world. 

 When a type nests another class type, it can create member variables of the 

type, just as it would for any point of data. 

 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Create and use the public inner class. OK! 

OuterClass.PublicInnerClass inner; 

inner = new OuterClass.PublicInnerClass(); 

// Compiler Error! Cannot access the private class. 

OuterClass.PrivateInnerClass inner2; 

inner2 = new OuterClass.PrivateInnerClass(); 

} 
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 To make use of this concept within our employees example, assume we have 

now nested the BenefitPackage directly within the Employee class type: 

 

// Nesting the BenefitPackage. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

public class BenefitPackage 

{ 

public double ComputePayDeduction() 

{ return 125.0; } 

} 

} 

 

 To programmatically enforce the connection between Employee, 

BenefitPackage, and BenefitPackageLevel: 

 

// Employee nests BenefitPackage. 

public class Employee 

{ 

// BenefitPackage nests BenefitPackageLevel. 

public class BenefitPackage 

{ 

public double ComputePayDeduction() 

{ return 125.0; } 

public enum BenefitPackageLevel 

{ 

Standard, Gold, Platinum 

} 

} 

} 

 Because of the nesting relationships, note how we are required to make use of 

this enumeration: 
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static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Creating a BenefitPackageLevel variable. 

Employee.BenefitPackage.BenefitPackageLevel 

myBenefitLevel = 

Employee.BenefitPackage.BenefitPackageLevel.Platinum; 

... 

} 

 

The Third Pillar: C#’s Polymorphic Support 

 Consider the Employee base class defined a method named GiveBonus(), which 

was implemented as follows: 

// Give bonus to employees. 

public class Employee 

{ 

... 

public void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{ currPay += amount; } 

} 

Because this method has been defined as public, you can now give bonuses to 

salespeople and managers (as well as part-time salespeople): 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// Give each employee a bonus. 

Manager chucky = new Manager("Chucky", 50, 92, 100000, "333-23-2322", 9000); 

chucky.GiveBonus(300); 

chucky.DisplayStats(); 

SalesPerson fran = new SalesPerson("Fran", 43, 93, 3000, "932-32-3232", 31); 

fran.GiveBonus(200); 

fran.DisplayStats(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 
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 The problem with the current design is that the inherited GiveBonus() method 

operates identically for all subclasses. Ideally, the bonus of a salesperson or 

part-time salesperson should take into account the number of sales. 

 

The virtual and override Keywords 
 

 Polymorphism provides a way for a subclass to customize how it implements a 

method defined by its base class. 

 To retrofit your current design, you need to understand the meaning of the C# 

virtual and override keywords. 

 If a base class wishes to define a method that may be overridden by a subclass, 

it must specify the method as virtual: 

public class Employee 

{ 

// GiveBonus() has a default implementation, however 

// child classes are free to override this behavior. 

public virtual void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{ currPay += amount; } 

... 

} 

 When a subclass wishes to redefine a virtual method, it does so using the 

override keyword. 

 For example, the SalesPerson and Manager could override GiveBonus() as 

follows: 

public class SalesPerson : Employee 

{ 

// A salesperson's bonus is influenced by the number of sales. 

public override void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{ 

int salesBonus = 0; 

if(numberOfSales >= 0 && numberOfSales <= 100) 

salesBonus = 10; 

else if(numberOfSales >= 101 && numberOfSales <= 200) 
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salesBonus = 15; 

else 

salesBonus = 20; // Anything greater than 200. 

base.GiveBonus (amount * salesBonus); 

} 

... 

} 

public class Manager : Employee 

{ 

// Managers get some number of new stock options, in addition to raw cash. 

public override void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{   // Increase salary. 

base.GiveBonus(amount); 

// And give some new stock options... 

Random r = new Random(); 

numberOfOptions += (ulong)r.Next(500); 

} 

... 

} 

 Each overridden method is free to leverage the default behavior using the base 

keyword. 

 In this way, you have no need to completely reemployment the logic behind 

GiveBonus(), but can reuse the default behavior of the parent class. 

 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{   // A better bonus system! 

Manager chucky = new Manager("Chucky", 50, 92, 100000, "333-23-2322", 9000); 

chucky.GiveBonus(300); 

chucky.DisplayStats(); 

SalesPerson fran = new SalesPerson("Fran", 43, 93, 3000, "932-32-3232", 31); 

fran.GiveBonus(200); 

fran.DisplayStats(); 

} 
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Revisiting the sealed Keyword 

 The sealed keyword can also be applied to type members to prevent virtual 

members from being further overridden by derived types.  

 This can be helpful when you do not wish to seal an entire class, just a few select 

methods or properties. 

 For example, PTSalesPerson class to be extended by other classes but make 

sure those classes did not further override the virtual GiveBonus(), we could write 

the following: 

// This class can be extended; 

// however, GiveBonus() cannot be overriden by derived classes. 

public class PTSalesPerson : SalesPerson 

{ 

... 

public override sealed void GiveBonus(float amount) 

{ 

... 

} 

} 

 

Understanding Abstract Classes 

 The Employee base class has been designed to supply protected member 

variables for its descendents, as well as supply two virtual methods (GiveBonus() 

and DisplayStats()) that may be overridden by a given descendent. 

 Given that many base classes tend to be rather nebulous entities, a far better 

design for our example is to prevent the ability to directly create a new Employee 

object in code.  

 In C#, you can enforce this programmatically by using the abstract keyword: 

 

// Update the Employee class as abstract to prevent direct instantiation. 

abstract public class Employee 

{ ...} 
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 With this, if you now attempt to create an instance of the Employee class, you 

are issued a compile time error: 

// Error! Can't create an instance of an abstract class. 

Employee X = new Employee(); 
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Enforcing Polymorphic Activity: Abstract Methods 

 When a class has been defined as an abstract base class, it may define any 

number of abstract members (which is analogous to a C++ pure virtual function). 

Abstract methods can be used whenever you wish to define a method that does 

not supply a default implementation. 

 By doing so, you enforce a polymorphic trait on each descendent, leaving them 

to contend with the task of providing the details behind your abstract methods. 

 Don’t allow the object user to create an instance of Shape directly, as it is too 

abstract of a concept. Again, to prevent the direct creation of the Shape type, you 

could define it as an abstract class: 

namespace Shapes 

{ 

public abstract class Shape 

{ 

// Shapes can be assigned a friendly pet name. 

protected string petName; 

// Constructors. 

public Shape(){ petName = "NoName"; } 

public Shape(string s) { petName = s;} 

// Draw() is virtual and may be overridden. 

public virtual void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Shape.Draw()"); 

} 

public string PetName 

{ 

get { return petName;} 

set { petName = value;} 

} 

} 

// Circle DOES NOT override Draw(). 

public class Circle : Shape 

{ 
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public Circle() { } 

public Circle(string name): base(name) { } 

} 

// Hexagon DOES override Draw(). 

public class Hexagon : Shape 

{ 

public Hexagon(){ } 

public Hexagon(string name): base(name) { } 

public override void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Drawing {0} the Hexagon", petName); 

} 

} 

} 

 The point of abstract methods becomes crystal clear when you understand that 

subclasses are not required to override virtual methods. 

 

// The Circle object did not override the base class implementation of Draw(). 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Hexagon hex = new Hexagon("Beth"); 

hex.Draw(); 

Circle cir = new Circle("Cindy"); 

// Humm. Using base class implementation. 

cir.Draw(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 
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 Establish Draw() as an abstract method of the Shape class, which by definition 

means you provide no default implementation whatsoever. 

 Note that abstract methods can only be defined in abstract classes. If you 

attempt to do otherwise, you will be issued a compiler error: 

 

// Force all kids to figure out how to be rendered. 

public abstract class Shape 

{ 

... 

// Draw() is now completely abstract (note semicolon). 

public abstract void Draw(); 

... 

} 

 Given this, you are now obligated to implement Draw() in your Circle class. If you 

do not, Circle is also assumed to be a noncreatable abstract type that must be 

adorned with the abstract keyword. 

// If we did not implement the abstract Draw() method, Circle would also be 

// considered abstract, and could not be directly created! 

public class Circle : Shape 

{ 

public Circle(){ } 

public Circle(string name): base(name) { } 

// Now Circle must decide how to render itself. 

public override void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Drawing {0} the Circle", petName); 

} 

} 

// Create an array of various Shapes. 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("***** Fun with Polymorphism *****\n"); 

Shape[] myShapes = {new Hexagon(), new Circle(), new Hexagon("Mick"), 
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new Circle("Beth"), new Hexagon("Linda")}; 

// Loop over the array and ask each object to draw itself. 

for(int i = 0; i < myShapes.Length; i++) 

myShapes[i].Draw(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

}  

Output:  

***** Fun with Polymorphism ***** 

Drawing No Name the hexagon 

Drawing No Name the circle 

Drawing Mick the hexagon 

Drawing Beth the circle 

Drawing Linda the hexagon 

 

Member Hiding 

C# provides a facility that is the logical opposite of method overriding: member hiding. 

If a derived class redeclares an identical member inherited from a base class, the 

derived class has hidden (or shadowed) the parent’s member. 

For example assume you receive a class named ThreeDCircle from a coworker (or 

classmate) that currently derives from System.Object: 

public class ThreeDCircle 

{ 

public void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Drawing a 3D Circle"); 

} 

} 

You figure that a ThreeDCircle “is-a” Circle, so you derive from your existing Circle type: 

public class ThreeDCircle : Circle 

{ 

public void Draw() 

{ 
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Console.WriteLine("Drawing a 3D Circle"); 

} 

} 

Once you recompile, you find the following warning shown in Visual Studio 2005 (see 

Figure below). 

 

To address this issue, you have two options.  

1. You could simply update the parent’s version of Draw() using the override 

keyword. With this approach, the ThreeDCircle type is able to extend the parent’s 

default behavior as required. 

2. You can prefix the new keyword to the offending Draw() member of the 

ThreeDCircle type. Doing so explicitly states that the derived type’s implemention 

is intentionally designed to hide the parent’s version. 

// This class extends Circle and hides the inherited Draw() method. 

public class ThreeDCircle : Circle 

{ 

// Hide any Draw() implementation above me. 

public new void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Drawing a 3D Circle"); 

} 

} 

 The new can also apply keyword to any member type inherited from a base class 

(field, constant, static member, property, etc.). 
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For example: 

public class ThreeDCircle : Circle 

{ 

new protected string petName; 

new public void Draw() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Drawing a 3D Circle"); 

} 

} 

 Finally, be aware that it is still possible to trigger the base class implementation 

of a shadowed member using an explicit cast (described in the next section).  

 For example: 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

ThreeDCircle o = new ThreeDCircle(); 

o.Draw(); // Calls ThreeDCircle.Draw() 

((Circle)o).Draw(); // Calls Circle.Draw() 

} 

 

C# Casting Rules 

 The first law of casting between class types is that when two classes are related 

by an “is-a” relationship, it is always safe to store a derived type within a base 

class reference.  

 Formally, this is called an implicit cast, as “it just works” given the laws of 

inheritance. This leads to some powerful programming constructs. 

 For example, if you have a class named TheMachine that supports the following 

static method: 

public class TheMachine 

{ public static void FireThisPerson(Employee e) 

{   

// Remove from database.Get key and pencil sharpener from fired employee...} 

} 
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 You can effectively pass any descendent from the Employee class into this 

method directly, given the “is-a” relationship: 

 

// Streamline the staff. 

TheMachine.FireThisPerson(moonUnit); // "moonUnit" was declared as an 

Employee. 

TheMachine.FireThisPerson(jill); // "jill" was declared as a SalesPerson. 

 

 The following code compiles given the implicit cast from the base class type 

(Employee) to the derived type. 

 If you pass the frank object directly into TheMachine.FireThisPerson() as follows: 

 

// A Manager "is-a" object, but... 

object frank = new Manager("Frank Zappa", 9, 40000, "111-11-1111", 5); 

... 

TheMachine.FireThisPerson(frank); // Error! 

 

you are issued a compiler error. The reason is you cannot automatically treat a 

System.Object as a derived Employee directly, given that Object “is-not-a” 

Employee. 

 The object reference is pointing to an Employee-compatible object. You can 

satisfy the compiler by performing an explicit cast. 

 

 In C#, explicit casts are denoted by placing parentheses around the type you 

wish to cast to, followed by the object you are attempting to cast from.  

 For example: 

// Cast from the generic System.Object into a strongly typed  

// Manager. 

Manager mgr = (Manager)frank; 

Console.WriteLine("Frank's options: {0}", mgr.NumbOpts); 
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 To condense above code: 

// An "inline" explicit cast. 

Console.WriteLine("Frank's options: {0}", ((Manager)frank).NumbOpts); 

 

 As far as passing the System.Object reference into the FireThisPerson() method, 

the problem can be rectified as follows: 

// Explicitly cast System.Object into an Employee. 

TheMachine.FireThisPerson((Employee)frank); 

 

 If you attempt to cast an object into an incompatible type, you receive an invalid 

cast exception at runtime. 

Determining the “Type of” Employee 

 The C# language provides three ways to determine whether a given base class 

reference is actually referring to a derived type:  

1. explicit casting, 

2. the is keyword, and  

3. the as keyword. 

The is keyword is helpful in that it will return a Boolean that signals whether the base 

class reference is compatible with a given derived type. 

 

public class TheMachine 

{ 

public static void FireThisPerson(Employee e) 

{ 

if(e is SalesPerson) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Lost a sales person named {0}", e.GetFullName()); 

Console.WriteLine("{0} made {1} sale(s)...", 

e.GetFullName(), ((SalesPerson)e).NumbSales); 

} 

if(e is Manager) 

{ 
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Console.WriteLine("Lost a suit named {0}", e.GetFullName()); 

Console.WriteLine("{0} had {1} stock options...", 

e.GetFullName(), ((Manager)e).NumbOpts); 

} 

} 

} 

 Here, you make use of the is keyword to dynamically determine the type of 

employee. To gain access to the NumbSales and NumbOpts properties, you 

make use of an explicit cast.  

 As an alternative, you could make use of the as keyword to obtain a reference to 

the more derived type (if the types are incompatible, the reference is set to null): 

SalesPerson p = e as SalesPerson; 

if(p != null) 

Console.WriteLine("# of sales: {0}", p.NumbSales); 

 

Numerical Casts 

 Numerical conversions follow more or less the same rules. If you are attempting 

to place a “larger” numerical type to a “smaller” type (such as an integer into a 

byte), you must also make an explicit cast that informs the compiler you are 

willing to accept any possible data loss: 

// If "x" were larger than a byte's upper limit, data loss is almost certain; 

int x = 6; 

byte b = (byte)x; 

 

 However, when you are storing a “smaller” numerical type into a “larger” type 

(such as a byte to an integer), the type is implicitly cast on your behalf, as there 

is no loss of data: 

// No need to cast, as an int is big enough to store a byte. 

byte b = 30; 

int x = b; 

 

 


